The energy market is a dynamic and changing environment with researchers requiring content covering areas such as oil, gas, mining, biofuels, conservation and green energy, as well as international news and data. **ABI/INFORM includes over 450 current full text titles** (as well as additional titles with backfile full text or abstracting and indexing only) specifically targeted to inform business decision making and research in the energy market, including news, law and data pertinent to industry analysis and trends, risk assessment and forecasting.

Content includes **key scholarly titles** such as *Environmental Science and Pollution Research International*, *Environment and Energy Journal* from top tier publishers including *Springer*, *Emerald* and *Cambridge University Press*, along with over 100 highly relevant trade journals from BNP Media, Energy Intelligence Group, Hart Energy Publishing and others. Reports from Business Monitor International and Interfax-America provide further detail. There are over 100 further full text titles broadly related to energy available through **ProQuest Central**.

The **Topic Paths feature** available on the new platform for **ABI/INFORM** enables users to quickly focus in on the relevant content specific to one or more aspects of the energy industry. For example, researchers looking for reports and articles relating to crude oil prices can follow the topic path through Mining & Petroleum Industries, to Oil & Gas, Oil and select to view all documents on Crude Oil. These documents can be further narrowed by subject (for example, ‘crude oil prices’) or using other filters such as date, source type, and company/organization.

- **Key trade publications**: *The Energy Daily, Energy Compass, Worldwide Energy* and many more

- **Key scholarly journals**: *Environmental Science and Pollution Research International*, *Environment and Energy Journal*, and others

- **Non-periodical content highlights**: Business Monitor International quarterly power reports for over 30 countries.

For additional information about training materials: [http://proquest.libguides.com/ABI](http://proquest.libguides.com/ABI)